Names are spelled as they appeared in the voter list.

Adams, Lemuel  81
Akins, David F.  8
Andrews, L.H.   70
Andrews, Melten 71
Appleman, John  47
Armstrong, A.G. 48
Barber, Daniel  74
Barber, Daniel 2 67
Baxter, Richard 63
Beamore ?, D.G. 33
Boyer, Daniel  35
Brookart, John S. 72
Burch, N.S.     3
Burns, John     13
Burns, Michael  14
Butts, Aaron    7
Cleavland, J.W. 58
Coleman, John   56
Coleman, Stephan 1
Cook, Charles   57
Cook, Jacob     78
Cook, James     22
Cook, Robert    31
Corse, J.A.     59
Freese, Jacob   42
Freese, Peter   55
Freese, Simon   29
Freese, Wm.     32
Grube, Casper   66
Grube, Daniel   79
Grube, Peter    76
Guise, John     10
Hamilton, James 80
Hoham, John     51
Holm, Jacob     24
Hostler, Henry  46
Keyzer, A.J.    34
Knifer, Joseph  17
Knisley, Charles 2
Kreighbaum, Daniel 37
Kreighbaum, David 38
Kreighbaum, Edwin 36
Kreighbaum, J.B. 41
Kreighbaum, Jonathan 40
Lyon, Hiram     50
Marsh, Henry    18
McQuisten, Christopher 53
McQuisten, Thomas 52
Platt, Charles A. 77
Ponteous, Philip 49
Ponteus, George  61
Rarick, Noah H.  73
Rhinehart, Abram 12
Rhinehart, Andrew 15
Rhinehart, John  26
Rhinehart, Wm.  11
Rice, Francis    4
Ringer, Wm.     20
Ryon, J.H.      5
Sherland, Nathaniel 69
Short, G.W.      68
Sluyter, Wm.     6
Stephens, Peter  16
Strawhacker, Daniel 19
Stuck, George    23
Stuck, George, Jr. 28
Stuck, Henry     65
Stuck, John M.   30
Tayler, Jared    25
Tayler, Warren   43
Thompson, Fleming 75
VanKirk, John    44
Walker, Wm. E.   60
Wall, John       21
Warner, Andrew   45
White, Stephen   64
Wilbourn, Elmsley 9
Witwer, Levi     62
Zumbaugh, Coonrod 54
Zumbaugh, Henry  27